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BILL
To provide for the equitable division of revenue raised nationally among the
national, provincial and local spheres of government for the 2020/21 financial year;
the determination of each province’s equitable share; allocations to provinces, local
government and municipalities from national government’s equitable share; the
responsibilities of all three spheres pursuant to such division and allocations; and
to provide for matters connected therewith.
PREAMBLE
WHEREAS section 214(1) of the Constitution requires an Act of Parliament to provide
for—
(a) the equitable division of revenue raised nationally among the national,
provincial and local spheres of government;
(b) the determination of each province’s equitable share of the provincial share of
that revenue; and
(c) any other allocations to provinces, local government or municipalities from
the national government’s share of that revenue, and any conditions on which
those allocations may be made; and
WHEREAS section 7(1) of the Money Bills and Related Matters Act, 2009 (Act No. 9
of 2009), requires the introduction of the Division of Revenue Bill at the same time as
the Appropriation Bill is introduced,

B

E IT THEREFORE ENACTED by the Parliament of the Republic of South Africa,
as follows:—
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CHAPTER 1
INTERPRETATION AND OBJECTS OF ACT
Interpretation
1. (1) In this Act, unless the context indicates otherwise, any word or expression to
which a meaning has been assigned in the Public Finance Management Act or the
Municipal Finance Management Act has the meaning assigned to it in the Act in
question, and—
‘‘accreditation’’ means accreditation of a municipality, in terms of section 10(2) of
the Housing Act, 1997 (Act No. 107 of 1997), to administer national housing
programmes, read with Part 3 of the National Housing Code, 2009 (Financial
Interventions: Accreditation of Municipalities);
‘‘allocation’’ means the equitable share allocation to the national sphere of
government in Schedule 1, a province in Schedule 2 or a municipality in
Schedule 3, or a conditional allocation;
‘‘category A, B or C municipality’’ means a category A, B or C municipality
envisaged in section 155(1) of the Constitution;
‘‘conditional allocation’’ means an allocation to a province or municipality from
the national government’s share of revenue raised nationally, envisaged in section
214(1)(c) of the Constitution, as set out in Schedule 4, 5, 6 or 7;
‘‘Constitution’’ means the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996;
‘‘corporation for public deposits account’’ means a bank account of the
Provincial Revenue Fund held with the Corporation for Public Deposits,
established by the Corporation for Public Deposits Act, 1984 (Act No. 46 of 1984);
‘‘declared disaster’’ means a national, provincial or local state of disaster declared
in terms of section 27, 41 or 55 of the Disaster Management Act, 2002 (Act No. 57
of 2002);
‘‘Education Infrastructure Grant’’ means the Education Infrastructure Grant
referred to in Part A of Schedule 4;
‘‘financial year’’ means, in relation to—
(a) a national or provincial department, the year ending 31 March; or
(b) a municipality, the year ending 30 June;
‘‘framework’’ means the conditions and other information in respect of a
conditional allocation published in terms of section 16 or 26;
‘‘Health Facility Revitalisation Grant’’ means the Health Facility Revitalisation
Grant referred to in Part A of Schedule 5;
‘‘housing emergency’’ means a housing emergency as defined in paragraphs 2.3.1
(a) and (b) of the Emergency Housing Programme contained in the National
Housing Code published in terms of section 4 of the Housing Act, 1997 (Act
No. 107 of 1997);
‘‘Human Settlements Development Grant’’ means the Human Settlements
Development Grant referred to in Part A of Schedule 5;
‘‘Integrated City Development Grant’’ means the Integrated City Development
Grant referred to in Part B of Schedule 4;
‘‘integration zone’’ means the integration zone as defined in the Built Environment Performance Plan Guideline issued by the National Treasury;
‘‘legislation’’ means national legislation or provincial legislation as defined in
section 239 of the Constitution;
‘‘level one accreditation’’ means accreditation to render beneficiary management,
subsidy budget planning and allocation, and priority programme management and
administration, of national housing programmes;
‘‘level two accreditation’’ means accreditation to render full programme
management and administration of all housing instruments and national housing
programmes in addition to the responsibilities under a level one accreditation;
‘‘Maths, Science and Technology Grant’’ means the Maths, Science and
Technology Grant referred to in Part A of Schedule 5;
‘‘medium term expenditure framework’’ means a budgeting framework applied
by the National Treasury which—
(a) translates government policies and plans into a multi-year spending plan; and
(b) promotes transparency, accountability and effective public financial management;
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6
‘‘metropolitan municipality’’ means a metropolitan municipality as defined in
section 1 of the Municipal Structures Act;
‘‘Municipal Demarcation Act’’ means the Local Government: Municipal
Demarcation Act, 1998 (Act No. 27 of 1998);
‘‘Municipal Finance Management Act’’ means the Local Government: Municipal Finance Management Act, 2003 (Act No. 56 of 2003);
‘‘Municipal Structures Act’’ means the Local Government: Municipal Structures
Act, 1998 (Act No. 117 of 1998);
‘‘Municipal Systems Act’’ means the Local Government: Municipal Systems Act,
2000 (Act No. 32 of 2000);
‘‘Neighbourhood Development Partnership Grant’’ means the Neighbourhood
Development Partnership Grant referred to in Part B of Schedule 5 or Part B of
Schedule 6;
‘‘organ of state’’ means an organ of state as defined in section 239 of the
Constitution;
‘‘overpayment’’ means the transfer of more than the allocated amount of an
allocation or the transfer of an allocation in excess of the applicable amount in a
payment schedule;
‘‘payment schedule’’ means a schedule which sets out—
(a) the amount of each transfer of a provincial equitable share or a conditional
allocation for a province or municipality to be transferred in terms of this Act;
(b) the date on which each transfer must be paid; and
(c) to whom, and to which bank account, each transfer must be paid;
‘‘prescribe’’ means prescribe by regulation in terms of section 37;
‘‘primary bank account’’ in relation to—
(a) a province, means a bank account of the Provincial Revenue Fund, envisaged
in section 21(2) of the Public Finance Management Act and which the
accounting officer of the provincial treasury has certified to the National
Treasury; or
(b) a municipality, means the bank account of the municipality as determined in
terms of section 8 of the Municipal Finance Management Act;
‘‘Provincial Roads Maintenance Grant’’ means the Provincial Roads Maintenance Grant referred to in Part A of Schedule 4;
‘‘Public Finance Management Act’’ means the Public Finance Management Act,
1999 (Act No. 1 of 1999);
‘‘Public Transport Network Grant’’ means the Public Transport Network Grant
referred to in Part B of Schedule 5;
‘‘Public Transport Operations Grant’’ means the Public Transport Operations
Grant referred to in Part A of Schedule 4;
‘‘quarter’’ means, in relation to—
(a) a national or provincial department, the period from—
(i) 1 April to 30 June;
(ii) 1 July to 30 September;
(iii) 1 October to 31 December; or
(iv) 1 January to 31 March; or
(b) a municipality, the period from—
(i) 1 July to 30 September;
(ii) 1 October to 31 December;
(iii) 1 January to 31 March; or
(iv) 1 April to 30 June;
‘‘receiving municipality’’ means a municipality incorporating another municipality or part thereof as a result of a redetermination in terms of section 21(1)(b) of the
Municipal Demarcation Act;
‘‘receiving officer’’ means, in relation to—
(a) a Schedule 4, 5 or 7 allocation transferred to a province, the accounting officer
of the provincial department which receives that allocation or a portion
thereof for expenditure through an appropriation from its Provincial Revenue
Fund; or
(b) a Schedule 4, 5 or 7 allocation transferred or provided in kind to a
municipality, the accounting officer of the municipality;
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‘‘receiving provincial department’’ in relation to a Schedule 4, 5 or 7 allocation
transferred to a province, means the provincial department which receives that
allocation or a portion thereof for expenditure through an appropriation from its
Provincial Revenue Fund;
‘‘releasing municipality’’ means a municipality or part thereof which is 5
incorporated into another municipality as a result of a redetermination in terms of
section 21(1)(b) of the Municipal Demarcation Act;
‘‘School Infrastructure Backlogs Grant’’ means the School Infrastructure
Backlogs Grant referred to in Part A of Schedule 6;
‘‘this Act’’ includes any framework or allocation published, or any regulation 10
made, in terms of this Act;
‘‘transferring officer’’ means the accounting officer of a national department that
transfers a Schedule 4, 5 or 7 allocation to a province or municipality or spends a
Schedule 6 allocation on behalf of a province or municipality;
‘‘Urban Settlements Development Grant’’ means the Urban Settlements 15
Development Grant referred to in Part B of Schedule 4; and
‘‘working day’’ means any day, except a Saturday, a Sunday or a public holiday as
defined in the Public Holidays Act, 1994 (Act No. 36 of 1994).
(2) Any agreement, approval, certification, decision, determination, instruction,
notification, notice or request in terms of this Act must be in writing.
20
Objects of Act
2. The objects of this Act are—
(a) as required by section 214(1) of the Constitution, to provide for—
(i) the equitable division of revenue raised nationally among the three
spheres of government;
25
(ii) the determination of each province’s equitable share of the provincial
share of that revenue; and
(iii) other allocations to provinces, local government or municipalities from
the national government’s share of that revenue and conditions on
which those allocations are made;
30
(b) to promote predictability and certainty in respect of all allocations to
provinces and municipalities, in order that provinces and municipalities may
plan their budgets over a multi-year period and thereby promote better
coordination between policy, planning and budgeting; and
(c) to promote transparency and accountability in the resource allocation process, 35
by ensuring that all allocations, except Schedule 6 allocations, are reflected on
the budgets of provinces and municipalities and the expenditure of conditional
allocations is reported on by the receiving provincial departments and
municipalities.
CHAPTER 2

40

EQUITABLE SHARE ALLOCATIONS
Equitable division of revenue raised nationally among spheres of government
3. (1) Revenue raised nationally in respect of the 2020/21 financial year must be
divided among the national, provincial and local spheres of government as set out in
Column A of Schedule 1.
45
(2) The envisaged division among the national, provincial and local spheres of
government of revenue anticipated to be raised nationally in respect of the 2021/22
financial year and the 2022/23 financial year, and which is subject to the Division of
Revenue Acts for those financial years, is set out in Column B of Schedule 1.
Equitable division of provincial share among provinces
4. (1) Each province’s equitable share of the provincial share of revenue raised
nationally in respect of the 2020/21 financial year is set out in Column A of Schedule 2.
(2) The envisaged equitable share for each province of revenue anticipated to be
raised nationally in respect of the 2021/22 financial year and the 2022/23 financial year,
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and which is subject to the Division of Revenue Acts for those financial years, is set out
in Column B of Schedule 2.
(3) The National Treasury must transfer each province’s equitable share referred to in
subsection (1) to the corporation for public deposits account of the province in
accordance with the payment schedule determined in terms of section 23.

5

Equitable division of local government share among municipalities
5. (1) Each municipality’s equitable share of local government’s share of revenue
raised nationally in respect of the 2020/21 financial year is set out in Column A of
Schedule 3.
(2) The envisaged equitable share for each municipality of revenue anticipated to be 10
raised nationally in respect of the 2021/22 financial year and the 2022/23 financial year,
and which is subject to the Division of Revenue Acts for those financial years, is set out
in Column B of Schedule 3.
(3) The national department responsible for local government must transfer a
municipality’s equitable share referred to in subsection (1) to the primary bank account 15
of the municipality in three transfers on 7 July 2020, 8 December 2020 and 16 March
2021, in the amounts determined in terms of section 23(2).
Shortfalls and excess revenue
6. (1) If the actual revenue raised nationally in respect of the 2020/21 financial year
falls short of the anticipated revenue set out in Column A of Schedule 1, the national 20
government bears the shortfall.
(2) If the actual revenue raised nationally in respect of the 2020/21 financial year
exceeds the anticipated revenue set out in Column A of Schedule 1, the excess accrues
to the national government, and may be used to reduce borrowing or pay debt as part of
its share of revenue raised nationally.
25
(3) A portion of national government’s equitable share or excess revenue envisaged in
subsection (2), may be appropriated through the applicable legislation envisaged in
section 12 of the Money Bills and Related Matters Act, 2009 (Act No. 9 of 2009), to
make further allocations to—
(a) national departments; or
30
(b) provinces or municipalities.
CHAPTER 3
CONDITIONAL ALLOCATIONS TO PROVINCES AND MUNICIPALITIES
Part 1
Conditional allocations

35

Conditional allocations to provinces
7. (1) Conditional allocations to provinces for the 2020/21 financial year from the
national government’s share of revenue raised nationally are set out in—
(a) Part A of Schedule 4, specifying allocations to provinces to supplement the
funding of programmes or functions funded from provincial budgets;
40
(b) Part A of Schedule 5, specifying specific-purpose allocations to provinces;
(c) Part A of Schedule 6, specifying allocations-in-kind to provinces for
designated special programmes; and
(d) Part A of Schedule 7, specifying funds that are not allocated to specific
provinces, that may be released to provinces to fund an immediate response to 45
a declared disaster or housing emergency.
(2) An envisaged division of conditional allocations to provinces from the national
government’s share of revenue anticipated to be raised nationally for the 2021/22
financial year and the 2022/23 financial year, which is subject to the annual Division of
Revenue Acts for those years, is set out in Column B of the Schedules referred to in 50
subsection (1).

9
Conditional allocations to municipalities
8. (1) Conditional allocations to municipalities in respect of the 2020/21 financial year
from the national government’s share of revenue raised nationally are set out in—
(a) Part B of Schedule 4, specifying allocations to municipalities to supplement
the funding of functions funded from municipal budgets;
(b) Part B of Schedule 5, specifying specific-purpose allocations to municipalities;
(c) Part B of Schedule 6, specifying allocations-in-kind to municipalities for
designated special programmes; and
(d) Part B of Schedule 7, specifying funds that are not allocated to specific
municipalities that may be released to municipalities to fund an immediate
response to a declared disaster or housing emergency.
(2) An envisaged division of conditional allocations to municipalities from the
national government’s share of revenue anticipated to be raised nationally for the
2021/22 financial year and the 2022/23 financial year, which is subject to the annual
Division of Revenue Acts for those years, is set out in Column B of the Schedules
referred to in subsection (1).
(3) If approved by the National Treasury after consultation with the national
Department of Transport, allocations for specific transport contracts for capital projects
from the envisaged conditional allocations for the Public Transport Network Grant listed
in Column B of Part B of Schedule 5, may not be altered downwards in the Division of
Revenue Acts for the 2021/22 financial year and 2022/23 financial year.
(4) (a) A municipality that intends to pledge a conditional allocation, or a portion
thereof, as security for any obligations in terms of section 48 of the Municipal Finance
Management Act, must, in addition to notifying the National Treasury in terms of
section 46(3) of that Act, notify the transferring officer and the relevant provincial
treasury of that intention and provide the transferring officer and National Treasury at
least 21 days to comment before seeking the approval of the municipal council.
(b) A municipality must submit financial and non-financial reports, in the format and
on the dates determined by the National Treasury, for any project pledged to be partially
or fully funded by using a conditional allocation, or a portion thereof, as security as
envisaged in paragraph (a).
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Part 2
Duties of accounting officers in respect of Schedule 4 to 7 allocations
Duties of transferring officer in respect of Schedule 4 allocations
9. (1) The transferring officer of a Schedule 4 allocation must—
(a) ensure that transfers to all provinces and municipalities are—
(i) deposited only into the primary bank account of the relevant province
or municipality; and
(ii) made in accordance with the payment schedule determined in terms of
section 23, unless allocations are withheld or stopped in terms of
section 18 or 19;
(b) monitor information on financial and non-financial performance of
programmes partially or fully funded by an allocation in Part A of Schedule 4,
in accordance with subsection (2) and the applicable framework;
(c) monitor information on financial and non-financial performance of the Urban
Settlements Development Grant and Integrated City Development Grant
against the capital budget and the service delivery and budget implementation
plan;
(d) comply with the applicable framework;
(e) submit a quarterly financial and non-financial performance report within 45
days after the end of each quarter to the National Treasury in terms of the
applicable framework; and
(f) evaluate the performance of programmes funded or partially funded by the
allocation and submit such evaluations to the National Treasury within four
months after the end of the 2020/21 financial year applicable to a provincial
department or a municipality, as the case may be.
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(2) Any monitoring programme or system that is used to monitor information on
financial and non-financial performance of a programme partially or fully funded by a
Schedule 4 allocation must—
(a) be approved by the National Treasury;
(b) not impose any excessive administrative responsibility on receiving officers 5
beyond the provision of standard management and budget information;
(c) be compatible and integrated with and not duplicate other relevant national,
provincial and local systems; and
(d) support compliance with section 11(2).
(3) A transferring officer may only transfer the Urban Settlements Development Grant 10
or the Integrated City Development Grant to a recipient metropolitan municipality if the
municipality has—
(a) submitted a built environment performance plan in terms of section 14(1); or
(b) been exempted in terms of section 14(5).
(4) A framework may impose a duty on the accounting officer of a national or 15
provincial department, other than the transferring officer or receiving officer, that
contributes to achieving the purpose of the allocation, and the accounting officer must
comply with the duty.
Duties of transferring officer in respect of Schedule 5 or 6 allocations
10. (1) The transferring officer of a Schedule 5 or 6 allocation must—
(a) not later than 14 days after this Act takes effect, certify to the National
Treasury that—
(i) any monitoring or system that is used, is compatible and integrated
with and does not duplicate other relevant national, provincial and
local systems; and
(ii) any plans required in terms of the framework of a Schedule 5 allocation
regarding the use of the allocation by—
(aa) a province, have been approved before the start of the financial
year; or
(bb) a municipality, shall be approved before the start of the financial
year;
(b) in respect of Schedule 5 allocations—
(i) transfer funds only after receipt of all information required to be
submitted by the receiving officer in terms of this Act and after
submission of all relevant information to the National Treasury;
(ii) transfer funds in accordance with the payment schedule determined in
terms of section 23, unless allocations are withheld or stopped in terms
of section 18 or 19; and
(iii) deposit funds only into the primary bank account of the relevant
province or municipality; and
(c) comply with the applicable framework.
(2) The transferring officer must submit all relevant information and documentation
referred to in subsection (1)(a) to the National Treasury within 14 days after this Act
takes effect.
(3) A transferring officer, who has not complied with subsection (1), must transfer the
allocation in the manner instructed by the National Treasury, including transferring the
allocation as an unconditional allocation.
(4) Before making the first transfer of any allocation in terms of subsection (1)(b), the
transferring officer must take note of any notice in terms of section 31(1) containing the
details of the relevant primary bank accounts.
(5) The transferring officer of a Schedule 5 allocation to a municipality is responsible
for monitoring financial and non-financial performance information on programmes
funded by the allocation.
(6) (a) The transferring officer of a Schedule 5 or 6 allocation must, as part of the
reporting envisaged in section 40(4)(c) of the Public Finance Management Act, but
subject to paragraph (b), submit information, in the format determined by the National
Treasury, for the month in question, and for the 2020/21 financial year up to the end of
that month, on—
(i) the amount of funds transferred to a province or municipality;
(ii) the amount of funds for any province or municipality withheld or stopped in
terms of section 18 or 19, the reasons for the withholding or stopping and the
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11
steps taken by the transferring officer and the receiving officer to deal with the
matters or causes that necessitated the withholding or stopping of the payment;
(iii) the actual expenditure incurred by the province or municipality in respect of a
Schedule 5 allocation;
(iv) the actual expenditure incurred by the transferring officer in respect of a
Schedule 6 allocation;
(v) any matter or information that may be required by the applicable framework for
the particular allocation; and
(vi) such other matters as the National Treasury may determine.
(b) For purposes of the application of paragraph (a) to Part B of Schedule 5, the period
of 15 days envisaged in section 40(4)(c) of the Public Finance Management Act must be
construed to mean a period of 20 days.
(7) A transferring officer must submit to the National Treasury—
(a) a monthly provincial report on infrastructure expenditure partially or fully
funded by the Health Facility Revitalisation Grant, National Health Grant,
School Infrastructure Backlogs Grant or Maths, Science and Technology
Grant, within 22 days after the end of each month, in the format determined by
the National Treasury; and
(b) a quarterly performance report on all programmes partially or fully funded by
a Schedule 5 or 6 allocation within 45 days after the end of each quarter, in
accordance with the applicable framework.
(8) The transferring officer must evaluate the performance of all programmes partially
or fully funded by a Schedule 5 or 6 allocation and submit such evaluations to the
National Treasury within four months after the end of the 2020/21 financial year
applicable to a provincial department or a municipality, as the case may be.
(9) The transferring officer for the Public Transport Network Grant or Neighbourhood
Development Partnership Grant to a metropolitan municipality—
(a) may only transfer the Grant if the municipality has—
(i) submitted a built environment performance plan in terms of section
14(1); or
(ii) been exempted in terms of section 14(5); and
(b) must take into account that built environment performance plan, if applicable,
when monitoring and evaluating the performance of the municipality and
assessing envisaged plans and allocations for the municipality.
(10) The transferring officer of the Human Settlements Development Grant may only
transfer the Grant to a province after the relevant receiving officer has complied with
section 12(6)(a) and (b).
(11) A framework may impose a duty on the accounting officer of a national or
provincial department, other than the transferring officer or receiving officer, that
contributes to achieving the purpose of the allocation and the accounting officer must
comply with the duty.
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Duties of receiving officer in respect of Schedule 4 allocations
11. (1) The receiving officer of a Schedule 4 allocation is responsible for—
(a) complying with the applicable framework; and
(b) the manner in which the allocation received from a transferring officer is
allocated and spent.
(2) The receiving officer of a municipality must—
(a) ensure and certify to the National Treasury that the municipality—
(i) indicates each programme partially or fully funded by a Schedule 4
allocation in its annual budget and that the allocation is specifically and
exclusively appropriated in that budget for utilisation only according to
the purpose of the allocation; and
(ii) makes public, in terms of section 21A of the Municipal Systems Act,
the conditions and other information in respect of the allocation, to
facilitate performance measurement and the use of required inputs and
outputs;
(b) when submitting the municipality’s statements in terms of section 71 of the
Municipal Finance Management Act for September 2020, December 2020,
March 2021 and June 2021, report to the transferring officer, the relevant
provincial treasury and the National Treasury—
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(i) in respect of the Urban Settlements Development Grant and the
Integrated City Development Grant, on financial performance against
its capital budget and the measures defined in its service delivery and
budget implementation plan; and
(ii) in respect of any other Schedule 4 allocation, on financial performance
of programmes partially or fully funded by the allocation; and
(c) within 30 days after the end of each quarter, report to the transferring officer
and the National Treasury—
(i) in respect of the Urban Settlements Development Grant and the
Integrated City Development Grant, on non-financial performance for
that quarter against the measures defined in its service delivery and
budget implementation plan; and
(ii) in respect of any other Schedule 4 allocation, on non-financial
performance of programmes partially or fully funded by the allocation.
(3) The National Treasury must make the report submitted to it in terms of subsection
(2)(b) or (c) available to the transferring officer of the Urban Settlements Development
Grant, Public Transport Network Grant and Integrated National Electrification
Programme Grant and the accounting officer of any other national department having
responsibilities relating to the applicable allocation.
(4) The receiving officer of a provincial department must submit to the relevant
provincial treasury and the transferring officer—
(a) as part of the report required in section 40(4)(c) of the Public Finance
Management Act, reports on financial and non-financial performance of
programmes partially or fully funded by a Schedule 4 allocation;
(b) a quarterly non-financial performance report of programmes partially or fully
funded by a Schedule 4 allocation within 30 days after the end of each quarter;
and
(c) a monthly provincial report on infrastructure programmes partially or fully
funded by a Schedule 4 allocation within 15 days after the end of each month,
in the format determined by the National Treasury.
(5) The receiving officer must report on programmes partially or fully funded by a
Schedule 4 allocation against the applicable framework in its annual financial statements
and annual report.
(6) The receiving officer must evaluate the financial and non-financial performance of
the provincial department or municipality, as the case may be, in respect of programmes
partially or fully funded by a Schedule 4 allocation and submit such evaluation to the
transferring officer and the relevant provincial treasury within two months—
(a) in respect of a provincial department, after the end of the 2020/21 financial
year of the provincial department; and
(b) in respect of a municipality, after the end of the 2020/21 financial year of the
municipality.
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Duties of receiving officer in respect of Schedule 5 or 7 allocations
12. (1) The receiving officer of a Schedule 5 or 7 allocation must comply with the
applicable framework.
(2) The relevant receiving officer must, in respect of a Schedule 5 or 7 allocation
transferred to—
(a) a province, as part of the report required in section 40(4)(c) of the Public
Finance Management Act, report on the matters referred to in subsection (3)
and submit a copy of that report to the relevant provincial treasury and the
transferring officer;
(b) a municipality, as part of the report required in terms of section 71 of the
Municipal Finance Management Act, report on the matters referred to in
subsection (4) and submit a copy of that report to the relevant provincial
treasury, the National Treasury and the relevant transferring officer; and
(c) a province or municipality, submit a quarterly non-financial performance
report within 30 days after the end of each quarter.
(3) A report for a province in terms of subsection (2)(a) must set out for the month in
question and for the 2020/21 financial year up to the end of the month—
(a) the amount received by the province;
(b) the amount of funds stopped or withheld in terms of section 18 or 19, the
reason for the stopping or withholding and any remedial action taken;
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(c) the actual expenditure by the province in respect of Schedule 5 and 7
allocations;
(d) the amount transferred to any national or provincial public entity to implement
a programme funded by a Schedule 5 allocation on behalf of a province or to
assist the province in implementing the programme;
(e) the available figures regarding the expenditure by a public entity referred to in
paragraph (d);
(f) the extent of compliance with this Act and with the conditions of the allocation
provided for in its framework, based on the available information at the time
of reporting;
(g) an explanation of any material difficulties experienced by the province
regarding an allocation which has been received and a summary of the steps
taken to deal with such difficulties;
(h) any matter or information that may be determined in the framework for the
allocation; and
(i) such other matters and information as the National Treasury may determine.
(4) A report for a municipality in terms of subsection (2)(b) must set out for the month
in question and for the 2020/21 financial year up to the end of the month—
(a) the amount received by the municipality;
(b) the amount of funds stopped or withheld in terms of section 18 or 19, the
reason for the stopping or withholding and any remedial action taken;
(c) the extent of compliance with this Act and with the conditions of the allocation
or part of the allocation provided for in its framework;
(d) an explanation of any material difficulties experienced by the municipality
regarding an allocation which has been received and a summary of the steps
taken to deal with such difficulties;
(e) any matter or information that may be determined in the framework for the
allocation; and
(f) such other matters and information as the National Treasury may determine.
(5) The receiving officer must evaluate the financial and non-financial performance of
the provincial department or municipality, as the case may be, in respect of programmes
partially or fully funded by a Schedule 5 allocation and submit such evaluation to the
transferring officer and the relevant provincial treasury within two months after the end
of the 2020/21 financial year applicable to a provincial department or a municipality, as
the case may be.
(6) (a) The receiving officer of the Human Settlements Development Grant must, in
consultation with the transferring officer and after consultation with each affected
municipality, publish in the Gazette, within 14 days after this Act takes effect, the
planned expenditure from the Human Settlements Development Grant, for the 2020/21
financial year, the 2021/22 financial year and the 2022/23 financial year per municipality
with level one or level two accreditation.
(b) The planned expenditure must—
(i) indicate the expenditure to be undertaken directly by the province and transfers
to each municipality; and
(ii) include a payment schedule for transfers to each municipality in the 2020/21
financial year.
(c) The receiving officer of the Human Settlements Development Grant may, by
notice in the Gazette, after taking into account the performance of the municipality and
after consultation with the affected municipality and in consultation with the transferring
officer, amend the planned expenditure for that municipality published in terms of
paragraph (a).
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Duties of receiving officer in respect of infrastructure conditional allocations to
provinces
13. (1) The receiving officer of the Education Infrastructure Grant, Health Facility
Revitalisation Grant, Human Settlements Development Grant or Provincial Roads 55
Maintenance Grant must—
(a) submit to the relevant provincial treasury a list of all infrastructure projects
partially or fully funded by the relevant Grant over the medium term
expenditure framework for tabling as part of the estimates of provincial
expenditure in the provincial legislature in the format determined by the 60
National Treasury;
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(b) within seven days after the tabling in the legislature, submit the list to the
transferring officer and the National Treasury;
(c) after consultation with the relevant provincial treasury and the transferring
officer, submit any amendments to the list, together with reasons for the
amendments, to the provincial treasury for tabling with the adjusted estimates
of provincial expenditure;
(d) within seven days after the tabling in the legislature, submit the amended list
to the transferring officer and the National Treasury;
(e) report, in the format and on the date determined by the National Treasury, to
the transferring officer, relevant provincial treasury and the National Treasury,
on all infrastructure expenditure partially or fully funded by the relevant
Grant;
(f) within 15 days after the end of each month, in the format determined by the
National Treasury, submit to the relevant provincial treasury and transferring
officer, a draft report on infrastructure programmes partially or fully funded
from those Grants;
(g) within 22 days after the end of each month, submit to the National Treasury,
a final report on infrastructure programmes partially or fully funded from
those Grants; and
(h) within two months after the end of the 2020/21 financial year—
(i) based on the infrastructure budget of the province, evaluate the
financial and non-financial performance of the province in respect of
programmes partially or fully funded by the Grant; and
(ii) submit the evaluation to the transferring officer, the relevant provincial
treasury and the National Treasury.
(2) The receiving officer of the Education Infrastructure Grant or Health Facility
Revitalisation Grant must—
(a) within 22 days after the end of each quarter, submit to the transferring officer,
the relevant provincial treasury and the National Treasury, a final report on the
filling of posts on the approved establishment for the infrastructure unit of the
affected provincial department; and
(b) ensure that projects comply with infrastructure delivery management best
practice standards and guidelines, as identified and approved by the National
Treasury.
Infrastructure conditional allocations to metropolitan municipalities
14. (1) The receiving officer of a metropolitan municipality must, unless exempted in
terms of subsection (5) and by 29 May 2020, submit to the National Treasury a built
environment performance plan that includes all projects partially or fully funded by—
(a) the Integrated City Development Grant, Urban Settlements Development
Grant, Public Transport Network Grant or Neighbourhood Development
Partnership Grant referred to in Part B of Schedule 4 and Part B of
Schedule 5; and
(b) money allocated for the Human Settlements Development Grant received
from a province.
(2) The built environment performance plan, referred to in subsection (1), must—
(a) be in the format determined by the National Treasury, including information
on the project pipeline for catalytic urban development projects;
(b) demonstrate that the planned expenditure in the municipality’s integration
zones from all the Grants referred to in subsection (1)(a) collectively,
increases annually; and
(c) be approved by its municipal council.
(3) The National Treasury must, within seven days after the submission of a built
environment performance plan in terms of subsection (1), make the built environment
performance plan available to all affected transferring officers and provincial departments.
(4) (a) The receiving officer must report in its annual financial statements on the
expenditure from each of the Grants mentioned in subsection (1)(a) in each integration
zone of the municipality against its built environment performance plan.
(b) The transferring officer of the Integrated National Electrification Programme
Grant, referred to in Part B of Schedule 6, must report in its annual financial statements
on the expenditure in each integration zone of every municipality against the built
environment performance plan of the municipality.
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(5) The National Treasury may—
(a) if satisfied that the planning processes of a metropolitan municipality
incorporates the content, practices, processes and approach in a built
environment performance plan; and
(b) on application of the municipality in the form determined by the National
Treasury,
exempt the municipality from submitting a built environment performance plan.

5

Duties in respect of annual financial statements and annual reports for 2020/21
15. (1) The 2020/21 financial statements of a national department responsible for
transferring an allocation in Schedule 4, 5 or 7 must, in addition to any requirement of
any other legislation—
(a) indicate the total amount of that allocation transferred to a province or
municipality;
(b) indicate any transfer withheld or stopped in terms of section 18 or 19 in
respect of each province or municipality and the reason for the withholding or
stopping;
(c) indicate any transfer not made in accordance with the payment schedule or
amended payment schedule, unless withheld or stopped in terms of section 18
or 19, and the reason for the non-compliance;
(d) indicate any reallocations by the National Treasury in terms of section 20;
(e) certify that all transfers to a province or municipality were deposited into the
primary bank account of a province or municipality; and
(f) indicate the funds, if any, used for the administration of the allocation by the
receiving officer.
(2) The 2020/21 annual report of a national department responsible for transferring an
allocation in Schedule 4, 5 or 7 must, in addition to any requirement of any other
legislation, indicate—
(a) the reasons for the withholding or stopping of all transfers to a province or
municipality in terms of section 18 or 19;
(b) the extent that compliance with this Act by provinces or municipalities was
monitored;
(c) the extent that the allocation achieved its objectives and outputs; and
(d) any non-compliance with this Act and the steps taken to address the
non-compliance.
(3) The 2020/21 financial statements of a provincial department receiving an
allocation in Schedule 4, 5 or 7 must, in addition to any requirement of any other
legislation—
(a) indicate the total amount of all allocations received;
(b) indicate the total amount of allocations received that were budgeted to be
transferred to municipalities and public entities, including—
(i) the amounts transferred to municipalities and public entities, respectively; and
(ii) the reasons for any discrepancies;
(c) indicate the total amount of actual expenditure on each Schedule 5 or 7
allocation; and
(d) certify that all transfers of allocations in Schedules 4, 5 and 7 to the province
were deposited into the primary bank account of the province.
(4) The 2020/21 annual report of a provincial department receiving an allocation in
Schedule 4, 5 or 7 must, in addition to any requirement of any other legislation—
(a) indicate the extent that the provincial department complied with this Act;
(b) indicate the steps taken to address non-compliance with this Act;
(c) indicate the extent that the allocation achieved its objectives and outputs;
(d) contain any other information that may be specified in the framework for the
allocation; and
(e) contain such other information as the National Treasury may determine.
(5) The 2020/21 financial statements and annual report of a municipality receiving an
allocation in Schedule 4, 5 or 7 must be prepared in accordance with the Municipal
Finance Management Act.
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(6) To facilitate the monitoring of performance and the audit of the allocations for the
2020/21 financial year, the National Treasury may determine the format in which
receiving officers must report on conditional allocations to municipalities in terms of
sections 11(2)(c) and 12(2)(c).
Part 3

5

Matters relating to Schedule 4 to 7 allocations
Publication of allocations and frameworks
16. (1) The National Treasury must, within 14 working days after this Act takes effect,
publish by notice in the Gazette—
(a) the conditional allocations per municipality for Part B of Schedule 5
allocations;
(b) the indicative conditional allocations per province for Part A of Schedule 6
allocations and per municipality for Part B of Schedule 6 allocations; and
(c) the framework for each conditional allocation in Schedules 4 to 7.
(2) For purposes of correcting an error or omission in an allocation or framework
published in terms of subsection (1)(a) or (c), the National Treasury must—
(a) on its initiative and after consultation with the relevant transferring officer; or
(b) at the written request of the relevant transferring officer,
by notice in the Gazette, amend the affected allocation or framework.
(3) The National Treasury may, after consultation with the relevant transferring officer
and by notice in the Gazette, amend an indicative conditional allocation in Schedule 6
published in terms of subsection (1)(b).
(4) Before amending a framework in terms of subsection (2), the National Treasury
must submit the proposed amendment to Parliament for comment for a period of 14 days
when Parliament is in session.
(5) An amendment of an allocation or framework in terms of subsection (2) or (3)
takes effect on the date of publication of the notice in the Gazette.
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Expenditure in terms of purpose and subject to conditions
17. (1) Despite any other legislation to the contrary, an allocation referred to in
Schedules 4 to 7 may only be used for the purpose stipulated in the Schedule concerned
and in accordance with the applicable framework.
(2) (a) A framework may provide for components within a conditional allocation that
are subject to specific conditions.
(b) A transferring officer may shift funds from one component to another—
(i) after consulting the relevant receiving officer;
(ii) with the approval of the National Treasury; and
(iii) in accordance with the applicable appropriation legislation.
(c) The National Treasury must publish a notice in the Gazette of a shift of funds in
terms of paragraph (b).
(3) A receiving officer may not allocate any portion of a Schedule 5 allocation to any
other organ of state for the performance of a function, unless the receiving officer and the
organ of state agree on the obligations of both parties and a payment schedule, the
receiving officer has notified the transferring officer, the relevant provincial treasury and
the National Treasury of the agreed payment schedule and—
(a) the allocation—
(i) is approved in the budget for the receiving provincial department or
municipality; or
(ii) if not already so approved—
(aa) the receiving officer notifies the National Treasury that the
purpose of the allocation is not to artificially inflate the
expenditure estimates of the relevant provincial department or
municipality and indicates the reasons for the allocation; and
(bb) the National Treasury approves the allocation; or
(b) the allocation is for the payment for goods or services procured in accordance
with the procurement prescripts applicable to the relevant province or
municipality and, if it is an advance payment, paragraph (a)(ii) applies with
the necessary changes.
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(4) The receiving officer must submit a copy of the agreement envisaged in
subsection (3) to the transferring officer and the National Treasury before payment is
made.
(5) For purposes of the implementation of a Schedule 6 allocation to a municipality—
(a) Eskom Holdings Limited may receive funds directly from the transferring
officer of the Department of Energy; or
(b) a water board, as defined in section 1 of the Water Services Act, 1997 (Act No.
108 of 1997), may receive funds directly from the transferring officer of the
Department of Water and Sanitation.
(6) (a) For purposes of the Human Settlements Development Grant, a receiving
officer and a municipality with level one or two accreditation or functions assigned in
terms of section 126 of the Constitution to administer all aspects, including financial
administration of a national housing programme (herein called ‘‘assigned functions’’) as
at 1 April 2020, must, by the date determined by the National Treasury—
(i) enter into a payment schedule; and
(ii) submit, through the relevant provincial treasury, the payment schedule to the
National Treasury.
(b) If a municipality receives accreditation after 1 April 2020, the National Treasury
may approve that paragraph (a) applies to that municipality.
(c) If the transfer of the Human Settlements Development Grant to a municipality
with assigned functions is withheld or stopped in terms of section 18 or 19, the receiving
officer must request the National Treasury to amend the payment schedule in terms of
section 24.
(7) If a function, which is partially or fully funded by a conditional allocation to a
province, is assigned to a municipality, as envisaged in section 10 of the Municipal
Systems Act—
(a) the funds from the conditional allocation for the province for the function
must be stopped in terms of section 19 and reallocated in terms of section 20
to the municipality, which has been assigned the function;
(b) if possible, the province must finalise any project or fulfil any contract
regarding the function before the date the function is assigned and, if not
finalised, the province must notify the relevant municipality and the National
Treasury;
(c) any project or contract regarding the function not finalised or fulfilled at the
date at which the function is assigned, must be subjected to an external audit
and the province and the municipality must enter into an agreement to
complete the project or fulfil the contract through ceding it to the
municipality;
(d) money that is retained by the province for any contract related to the function
that is not ceded to the municipality must be spent by 31 March 2021 and shall
not be available in terms of section 30 of the Public Finance Management Act
or section 22(2);
(e) the receiving officer of the province must, within seven days after the function
is assigned, submit to the transferring officer and the National Treasury a list
of liabilities that are attached to the function, but that were not transferred to
the municipality, to provide for the adjustment of the applicable allocations;
and
(f) the receiving officer of the municipality must, within one month from the date
of the stopping of funds in paragraph (a), submit to the transferring officer a
revised plan for its planned expenditure.
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Withholding of allocations
18. (1) Subject to subsections (2) and (3), a transferring officer may withhold the
transfer of a Schedule 4 or 5 allocation, or any portion thereof, for a period not exceeding
30 days, if—
(a) the province or municipality does not comply with any provision of this Act; 55
(b) roll-overs of conditional allocations approved by the National Treasury in
terms of section 22 have not been spent; or
(c) a satisfactory explanation is not given for significant under-expenditure on
previous transfers during the 2020/21 financial year.
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(2) If an allocation is withheld in terms of subsection (1), it suspends the applicable
payment schedule, approved in terms of section 23(3), until it is amended in terms of
section 24.
(3) The amount withheld in terms of this section in the case of the Health Professions
Training and Development Grant or the National Tertiary Services Grant listed in Part A
of Schedule 4 may not exceed five per cent of the next transfer as contained in the
relevant payment schedule.
(4) A transferring officer must, at least seven working days before withholding an
allocation in terms of subsection (1)—
(a) give the relevant receiving officer—
(i) notice of the intention to withhold the allocation;
(ii) an opportunity to submit written representations as to why the
allocation should not be withheld; and
(iii) the period within which to submit written representations; and
(b) inform the relevant provincial treasury and the National Treasury, and in
respect of any conditional allocation to a municipality, also the provincial
department responsible for local government of the withholding.
(5) A notice envisaged in subsection (4)(a)(i) must include the reasons for
withholding the allocation and the intended duration of the withholding to inform the
amendment of the payment schedule in terms of section 24.
(6) (a) The National Treasury may instruct, or approve a request from, the transferring
officer to withhold an allocation in terms of subsection (1) for a period longer than 30
days, but not exceeding 120 days, if the withholding shall—
(i) facilitate compliance with this Act; or
(ii) minimise the risk of under-spending by the relevant provincial department or
municipality.
(b) When requesting the withholding of an allocation in terms of this subsection, a
transferring officer must submit to the National Treasury proof of compliance with
subsection (4) and any representations received from the receiving officer.
(c) The transferring officer must again comply with subsection (4) when the National
Treasury instructs, or approves a request by, the transferring officer in terms of
paragraph (a).
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Stopping of allocations
19. (1) Despite section 18, the National Treasury may, in its discretion or on request
of a transferring officer or a receiving officer, stop the transfer of a Schedule 4 or 5
allocation, or a portion thereof, to a province or municipality—
(a) in the case of—
(i) a province, if a serious or persistent material breach of this Act, as
envisaged in section 216(2) of the Constitution, occurs; or
(ii) a municipality, if—
(aa) a serious or persistent material breach of this Act, as envisaged in
section 216(2) of the Constitution, read with section 38(1)(b)(i)
of the Municipal Finance Management Act, occurs; or
(bb) a breach or failure to comply, as envisaged in section 38(1)(b)(ii)
of the Municipal Finance Management Act, occurs;
(b) if the National Treasury anticipates that a province or municipality shall
substantially underspend on the allocation, or any programme, partially or
fully funded by the allocation, in the 2020/21 financial year; or
(c) for purposes of the assignment of a function from a province to a municipality,
as envisaged in section 10 of the Municipal Systems Act.
(2) The National Treasury must, before stopping an allocation in terms of
subsection (1)(a)(i) or (b)—
(a) comply with the procedures in section 18(4)(a); and
(b) inform the relevant provincial treasury of its intention to stop the allocation.
(3) The National Treasury must, before stopping an allocation in terms of subsection
(1)(a)(ii), comply with the applicable provisions of section 38 of the Municipal Finance
Management Act.
(4) The National Treasury must give notice in the Gazette of the stopping of an
allocation in terms of this section and include in the notice the effective date of, and
reason for, the stopping.
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(5) (a) If—
(i) an allocation, or any portion thereof, is stopped in terms of subsection (1)(a) or
(b); and
(ii) the relevant transferring officer certifies, in writing, to the National Treasury that
the payment of an amount in terms of a statutory or contractual obligation is 5
overdue and the allocation, or a portion thereof, was intended for payment of the
amount,
the National Treasury may, by notice in the Gazette, approve that the allocation, or any
portion thereof, be used to pay that amount partially or fully.
(b) The utilisation of funds envisaged in this subsection is a direct charge against the 10
National Revenue Fund.
Reallocation of funds
20. (1) When a Schedule 4 or 5 allocation, or a portion thereof, is stopped in terms of
section 19(1)(a) or (b), the National Treasury may, after consultation with the
transferring officer and the relevant provincial treasury, determine the portion of the
allocation to be reallocated, as the same type of allocation as it was allocated originally,
to one or more provinces or municipalities, on condition that the allocation must be
spent by the end of the 2020/21 financial year.
(2) (a) When a Schedule 4 or 5 allocation, or a portion thereof, is stopped in terms of
section 19(1)(c), the National Treasury must, after consultation with the transferring
officer and the relevant provincial treasury, determine the portion of the allocation to be
reallocated, as the same type of allocation as it was allocated originally, to the affected
municipalities, on condition that the allocation must be spent by the end of the 2020/21
financial year.
(b) The portion of the allocation reallocated in terms of paragraph (a) is, with effect
from the date of the notice in the Gazette in terms of subsection (4)(a), regarded as
having been converted to an allocation in Part B of the same Schedule it appears before
the reallocation.
(3) (a) If the transferring officer of a Schedule 6 allocation indicates, in writing, to the
National Treasury that a portion of the allocation is likely to be underspent, or needs to
be reprioritised to meet a priority, the National Treasury may, at the request of the
transferring officer, determine that the portion be reallocated, as the same type of
allocation as it was allocated originally, to a provincial department of another province
or to another municipality.
(b) Before requesting a reallocation, the transferring officer must notify the affected
provincial department or municipality of the proposed reallocation and give the
provincial department or municipality at least 14 days to provide comments and propose
changes.
(c) When making a request in terms of paragraph (a), the transferring officer must
submit to the National Treasury comments and proposed changes provided by the
affected provincial department or municipality in terms of paragraph (b).
(d) The reallocated portion must, as far as possible, be spent by the end of the 2020/21
financial year.
(e) The reallocated portion is regarded as having been converted to an allocation to the
relevant provincial department or municipality with effect from the date of the notice in
the Gazette in terms of subsection (4)(a).
(4) (a) The National Treasury must—
(i) give notice in the Gazette of a reallocation in terms of subsection (1), (2) or (3);
and
(ii) provide a copy of the notice to the transferring officer and each affected receiving
officer.
(b) The reallocation of a portion of an allocation not spent by the end of the 2020/21
financial year is eligible for a roll-over in terms of section 22(2).
(5) (a) When an intervention in terms of section 100 or 139 of the Constitution or
section 137, 139 or 150 of the Municipal Finance Management Act takes place, the
National Treasury may, despite subsection (1) and on such conditions as it may
determine, authorise in relation to—
(i) section 100 of the Constitution, the transferring officer to spend an allocation
stopped in terms of section 19 on behalf of the relevant province;
(ii) section 139 of the Constitution or section 137 or 139 of the Municipal Finance
Management Act, the intervening province to spend an allocation stopped in
terms of section 19 on behalf of the relevant municipality; or
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(iii) section 150 of the Municipal Finance Management Act, the relevant transferring
officer to spend an allocation stopped in terms of section 19 on behalf of the
relevant municipality.
(b) An allocation that is spent by the transferring officer or intervening province
referred to in paragraph (a) must, for the purposes of this Act, be regarded as a 5
Schedule 6 allocation from the date on which the authorisation is given.
(6) (a) On a joint request by the transferring officer and the National Disaster
Management Centre, established by section 8 of the Disaster Management Act, 2002
(Act No. 57 of 2002), the National Treasury may approve that a conditional allocation
in Schedule 4, 5 or 6, or a portion thereof, be reallocated to pay for the alleviation of the 10
impact of a declared disaster or the reconstruction or rehabilitation of infrastructure
damage caused by a declared disaster.
(b) Before the National Treasury approves a reallocation, the receiving officer of the
conditional allocation in Schedule 4 or 5 or the transferring officer of a Schedule 6
allocation must confirm that the affected funds are not committed in terms of any 15
statutory or contractual obligation.
(c) The reallocated funds must be used in the 2020/21 financial year in the same
sphere that the allocation was originally made and for the same functional area that the
original allocation relates to.
(d) The transferring officer must, after consultation with the National Disaster 20
Management Centre and with the approval of the National Treasury, determine the
conditions for spending the reallocated funds.
(e) Subsection (4) applies, with the necessary changes, to a reallocation in terms of
this subsection to another province or municipality.
Conversion of allocations
21. (1) If satisfied that the relevant provincial department or municipality has
demonstrated the capacity to implement projects, the National Treasury may, at the
request of the transferring officer and after consultation with the receiving officer,
convert any portion of—
(a) an allocation listed in Part B of Schedule 6 to one listed in Part B of
Schedule 5;
(b) the School Infrastructure Backlogs Grant to the Education Infrastructure
Grant; or
(c) the National Health Insurance Indirect Grant listed in Part A of Schedule 6 to
the Health Facility Revitalisation Grant, HIV, TB, Malaria and Community
Outreach Grant, Statutory Human Resources, Training and Development
Grant or the National Health Insurance Grant listed in Part A of Schedule 5.
(2) The National Treasury may, after consultation with the relevant transferring
officer, receiving officer and provincial treasury, convert any portion of an allocation
listed in Part B of Schedule 5 to one listed in Part B of Schedule 6, if it is satisfied that—
(a) the conversion shall prevent under-expenditure or improve the level of service
delivery in respect of the allocation in question;
(b) the affected national or provincial department or municipality has demonstrated the capacity to implement projects;
(c) the transferring officer has made a demonstrable effort to strengthen the
capacity of the receiving officer to implement the allocation, but the receiving
officer is still not capable of meeting all the requirements of the allocation; and
(d) there is a history of poor performance in the previous two financial years for
the relevant allocation to the receiving officer, including withholding and
stopping of allocations.
(3) If satisfied that a municipality has failed to follow the applicable procurement
prescripts, the National Treasury may, at the request of the transferring officer or in its
discretion, after consultation with the relevant transferring officer and receiving officer,
convert any portion of an allocation listed in Part B of Schedule 5 to one listed in Part
B of Schedule 6.
(4) (a) Any portion of an allocation, except the School Infrastructure Backlogs Grant,
converted in terms of subsections (1), (2) or (3) must—
(i) be used for the same province or municipality to which the allocation was
originally made; and
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(ii) if—
(aa) possible, be used to implement the same project or projects that were
planned if the allocation had not been converted; or
(bb) not possible, the receiving officer must sign an agreement that defines any
new project to be funded, before it is implemented.
(b) The School Infrastructure Backlogs Grant must be used—
(i) for the same province to which the allocation was originally made; and
(ii) to implement the same project or projects that were planned if the allocation had
not been converted.
(5) The National Treasury must—
(a) give notice in the Gazette of a conversion in terms of subsection (1), (2) or (3);
and
(b) provide a copy of the notice to the transferring officer and each affected
receiving officer.
(6) A conversion in terms of subsection (1), (2) or (3) takes effect on the date of
publication of the notice in terms of subsection (5)(a).
(7) If an allocation listed in Part B of Schedule 7 is insufficient for a declared disaster
or housing emergency referred to in section 26(3)(a), the National Treasury may, after
consultation with, or on the request of, the relevant transferring officer, convert any
portion of—
(a) the Provincial Disaster Relief Grant listed in Part A of Schedule 7 to the
Municipal Disaster Relief Grant listed in Part B of Schedule 7;
(b) the Municipal Disaster Relief Grant listed in Part B of Schedule 7 to the
Provincial Disaster Relief Grant listed in Part A of Schedule 7;
(c) the Provincial Emergency Housing Grant listed in Part A of Schedule 7 to the
Municipal Emergency Housing Grant listed in Part B of Schedule 7; or
(d) the Municipal Emergency Housing Grant listed in Part B of Schedule 7 to the
Provincial Emergency Housing Grant listed in Part A of Schedule 7.
(8) The National Treasury must—
(a) in the notice published in terms of section 26(3)(c), include notification of the
conversion in terms of subsection (7) and the effective date referred to in
subsection (9); and
(b) provide a copy of the notice to the transferring officer.
(9) A conversion in terms of subsection (7) takes effect on the date that the National
Treasury approves it.
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Unspent conditional allocations
22. (1) Despite a provision to the contrary in the Public Finance Management Act
or the Municipal Finance Management Act, any conditional allocation, or a portion
thereof, that is not spent at the end of the 2020/21 financial year reverts to the National
Revenue Fund, unless the roll-over of the allocation is approved in terms of
subsection (2).
(2) The National Treasury may, at the request of a transferring officer, receiving
officer or provincial treasury, approve a roll-over of a conditional allocation to the
2021/22 financial year if the unspent funds are committed to identifiable projects.
(3) (a) The receiving officer must ensure that any funds that must revert to the
National Revenue Fund in terms of subsection (1), are paid into that Fund by the date
determined by the National Treasury.
(b) The receiving officer must—
(i) in the case of a provincial department, request the roll-over of unspent funds
through its provincial treasury; and
(ii) inform the transferring officer of all processes regarding the request.
(4) (a) The National Treasury may, subject to paragraphs (b) and (c), offset any funds
that must revert to the National Revenue Fund in terms of subsection (1), but not paid
into that Fund by the date determined in terms of subsection (3)(a)—
(i) in respect of a province, against future transfers of conditional allocations to that
province; or
(ii) in respect of a municipality, against future transfers of the equitable share or
conditional allocations to that municipality.
(b) Before any funds are offset in terms of paragraph (a), the National Treasury must
give the relevant transferring officer, province or municipality—
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(i) notice of the intention to offset amounts against future allocations, the intended
amount to be offset against allocations, the intended date for the offsetting and
the reasons for the offsetting; and
(ii) an opportunity, within 14 days of receipt of the notice, to—
(aa) propose an alternative date for offsetting;
(bb) make written submissions why the full or a part of the amount should not
be offset; or
(cc) propose an alternative date or dates by which the amount, or portions
thereof, must be paid into the National Revenue Fund.
(c) The National Treasury must—
(i) accept the date or dates proposed in terms of paragraph (b)(ii)(aa) or (cc) or
determine a different date or dates; or
(ii) accept or reject the submissions made in terms of paragraph (b)(ii)(bb).
(5) (a) The National Treasury may amend the amount of the equitable share or a
conditional allocation offset in terms of subsection (4).
(b) If the amendment envisaged in paragraph (a) results in an underpayment to a
municipality—
(i) in respect of the equitable share of the municipality, the department responsible
for local government must, despite section 5(3), transfer the difference to the
municipality within 10 days; or
(ii) in respect of a conditional allocation of the municipality, the transferring officer
must, despite the payment schedule envisaged in section 23(3), transfer the
difference to the municipality within 10 days.
(c) If the amendment in terms of paragraph (a) results in an overpayment to a
municipality, section 25 applies.
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CHAPTER 4
MATTERS RELATING TO ALL ALLOCATIONS
Payment requirements
23. (1) (a) The National Treasury must, after consultation with the provincial treasury,
determine the payment schedule for the transfer of a province’s equitable share
allocation.
(b) In determining the payment schedule, the National Treasury must take into
account the monthly expenditure commitments of provinces and seek to minimise risk
and debt servicing costs for national and provincial government.
(c) Despite paragraph (a), the National Treasury may advance funds to a province in
respect of its equitable share, or a portion thereof, which has not yet fallen due for
transfer in terms of the payment schedule—
(i) for cash management purposes relating to the corporation for public deposits
account or when an intervention in terms of section 100 of the Constitution takes
place; and
(ii) on such conditions as it may determine.
(d) Any advance in terms of paragraph (c) must be offset against transfers to the
province, which would otherwise become due in terms of the payment schedule.
(2) (a) The National Treasury must, after consultation with the national department
responsible for local government, determine the amount of a municipality’s equitable
share allocation to be transferred on each date referred to in section 5(3).
(b) If an amount less than the amount approved in terms of paragraph (a) is paid to a
municipality, the difference must, despite section 5(3), be paid within 10 days after it
comes to the attention of the national department responsible for local government.
(c) Despite paragraph (a), the National Treasury may approve a request or direct that
the equitable share, or a portion thereof, which has not yet fallen due for transfer in terms
of section 5(3), be advanced to a municipality—
(i) after consultation with the national department responsible for local government;
(ii) for purposes of cash management in the municipality or an intervention in terms
of section 139 of the Constitution or section 137, 139 or 150 of the Municipal
Finance Management Act; and
(iii) on such conditions as the National Treasury may determine.
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(d) Any advance in terms of paragraph (c) must be offset against transfers to the
municipality, which would otherwise become due in terms of section 5(3).
(3) (a) Subject to section 28(1), the National Treasury must, within 14 days after this
Act takes effect, approve the payment schedule for the transfer of an allocation listed in
Schedule 4 or 5 to a province or municipality.
5
(b) The transferring officer of a Schedule 4 or 5 allocation must submit a payment
schedule to the National Treasury for approval before the first transfer is made.
(c) Before the submission of a payment schedule in terms of paragraph (b), the
transferring officer must, in relation to a Schedule 4 or 5 allocation, consult the relevant
receiving officer.
10
(4) The transferring officer of a Schedule 4 or 5 allocation must provide the receiving
officer and the relevant provincial treasury with a copy of the approved payment
schedule before making the first transfer in terms thereof.
(5) The transfer of a Schedule 4 or 5 allocation to a municipality must accord with the
financial year of the municipality.
15
(6) Each transfer of an equitable share or a conditional allocation to a municipality in
terms of this Act must be made through a payment system provided by the National
Treasury.
Amendment of payment schedule
24. (1) (a) Subject to subsection (2), a transferring officer of a Schedule 4 or 5
allocation must, within seven days of the withholding or stopping of an allocation in
terms of section 18 or 19, submit an amended payment schedule to the National Treasury
for approval.
(b) No transfers may be made until the National Treasury has approved the amended
payment schedule.
(2) For purposes of better management of debt and cash-flow or addressing financial
mismanagement or financial misconduct or slow or accelerated expenditure, the
National Treasury may amend any payment schedule for an allocation listed in
Schedule 2, 4 or 5, after notifying, in the case of—
(a) an allocation to a province, its provincial treasury;
(b) an allocation to a municipality, the national department responsible for local
government;
(c) a Schedule 4 or 5 allocation, the relevant transferring officer.
(3) The amendment of a payment schedule in terms of subsection (1) or (2) must take
into account—
(a) the monthly expenditure commitments of provinces or municipalities;
(b) the revenue at the disposal of provinces or municipalities; and
(c) the minimisation of risk and debt servicing costs for all three spheres of
government.
(4) The transferring officer must immediately inform the receiving officer of any
amendment to a payment schedule in terms of subsection (1) or (2).
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Transfers made in error or fraudulently
25. (1) Despite any other legislation to the contrary, the transfer of an allocation that
is an overpayment to a province, municipality or public entity, made in error or
fraudulently, is regarded as not legally due to that province, municipality or public 45
entity, as the case may be.
(2) The responsible transferring officer must, without delay, recover an overpayment
referred to in subsection (1), unless an instruction has been issued in terms of
subsection (3).
(3) The National Treasury may instruct that the recovery referred to in subsection (2) 50
be effected by setoff against future transfers to the affected province, municipality or
public entity in terms of a payment schedule.
New allocations during financial year and Schedule 7 allocations
26. (1) If further allocations are made to provinces or municipalities, as envisaged in
section 6(3), the National Treasury must, before the transfer of any funds to a province 55
or municipality, by notice in the Gazette and as applicable—
(a) amend any allocation or framework published in terms of section 16;

24
(b) publish the allocation per municipality for any new Part B of Schedule 5
allocation or the indicative allocation per municipality for any new Part B of
Schedule 6 allocation; or
(c) publish a framework for any new Schedule 4, 5, 6 or 7 allocation.
(2) Section 16(2) to (5) applies, with the necessary changes, to allocations and 5
frameworks published in terms of subsection (1).
(3) (a) The transferring officer may, with the approval of the National Treasury, make
one or more transfers of a Schedule 7 allocation to a province or municipality for—
(i) a declared disaster within the period envisaged in section 27(5), 41(5) or 55(5)
of the Disaster Management Act, 2002 (Act No. 57 of 2002); or
10
(ii) a housing emergency within 100 days after the date of the declaration of a
housing emergency.
(b) The transferring officer must notify the relevant provincial treasury and the
National Treasury within 14 days of a transfer of a Schedule 7 allocation to a province
or municipality.
15
(c) The National Treasury must, within 21 days after the end of the 100-day period
envisaged in paragraph (a), by notice in the Gazette, publish all transfers of a
Schedule 7 allocation made for a declared disaster.
(d) Despite any other legislation to the contrary, the National Treasury may approve
that funds allocated in Schedule 7 be used at any time.
20
(e) The funds approved in terms of paragraph (d) must be included either in the
provincial adjustments appropriation legislation, municipal adjustments budgets or
other appropriation legislation.
Preparations for 2021/22 financial year and 2022/23 financial year
27. (1) (a) A category C municipality that receives a conditional allocation in terms of
this Act must, using the indicative conditional allocations to that municipality for the
2021/22 financial year and the 2022/23 financial year as set out in Column B of the
Schedules to this Act, by 2 October 2020—
(i) agree on the provisional allocations and the projects to be funded from those
allocations in the 2021/22 financial year and the 2022/23 financial year with each
category B municipality within the category C municipality’s area of jurisdiction; and
(ii) submit to the transferring officer—
(aa) the provisional allocations referred to in subparagraph (i); and
(bb) the projects referred to in subparagraph (i), listed per municipality.
(b) If a category C municipality and a category B municipality cannot agree on the
allocations and projects referred to in paragraph (a), the category C municipality must
request the relevant transferring officer to facilitate agreement.
(c) The transferring officer must take all necessary steps to facilitate agreement as
soon as possible, but no later than 60 days after receiving a request referred to in
paragraph (b).
(d) Any proposed amendment or adjustment of the allocations that is intended to be
published in terms of section 30(3)(b) must be agreed with the relevant category B
municipality, the transferring officer and the National Treasury, before publication and
the submission of the allocations referred to in paragraph (a)(ii).
(e) If agreement is not reached between the category C municipality and the category
B municipality on the provisional allocations and projects referred to in paragraph (a)
before 2 October 2020, the National Treasury, after consultation with the relevant
provincial treasury, must determine the provisional allocations and provide those
provisional allocations to the affected municipalities and the transferring officer.
(f) (i) The transferring officer must submit the final allocations, based on the
provisional allocations referred to in paragraphs (a)(i) and (ii) and (e), to the National
Treasury by 30 November 2020.
(ii) If the transferring officer fails to submit the allocations referred to in
subparagraph (i) by 30 November 2020, the National Treasury may determine the
appropriate allocations, taking into consideration the indicative allocations for the
2021/22 financial year.
(2) (a) The transferring officer of a conditional allocation, using the indicative
conditional allocations for the 2021/22 financial year and the 2022/23 financial year, as
set out in Column B of the affected Schedules to this Act, must, by 28 September 2020,
submit to the National Treasury—
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(i) the provisional allocations to each province or municipality in respect of new
conditional allocations to be made in the 2021/22 financial year;
(ii) any amendments to the indicative allocations for each province or municipality
set out in Column B of the affected Schedules in respect of existing conditional
allocations;
(iii) the draft frameworks for the allocations referred to in subparagraphs (i) and (ii);
and
(iv) electronic copies of any guidelines, business plan templates and other
documents referred to in the draft frameworks referred to in subparagraph (iii).
(b) A transferring officer must consult the accounting officer of a national or
provincial department, other than the transferring or receiving officer, on a duty in the
draft framework, before submission to the National Treasury in terms of paragraph (a).
(c) When a document, referred to in a draft framework, that is submitted in terms of
paragraph (a)(iii), is amended, the transferring officer must immediately provide the
National Treasury and each receiving officer with electronic copies of the revised
document.
(d) The National Treasury must approve any proposed amendment or adjustment for
the 2021/22 financial year of the allocation criteria of an existing conditional allocation
before the submission of the provisional allocations and draft frameworks.
(e) The transferring officer must, under his or her signature, submit to the National
Treasury, by 30 November 2020, the final allocations and frameworks based on the
provisional allocations and frameworks.
(f) If the transferring officer fails to comply with paragraph (a) or (e), the National
Treasury may determine the appropriate draft or final allocations and frameworks,
taking into consideration the indicative allocations for the 2021/22 financial year.
(g) (i) The National Treasury may amend final allocations and frameworks in order to
ensure equitable and stable allocations and fair and consistent conditions.
(ii) The National Treasury must give notice, in writing, to the transferring officer of
the intention to amend allocations and frameworks and invite the transferring officer to
submit written comments within seven days after the date of the notification.
(h) The draft and final allocations and frameworks must be submitted in the format
determined by the National Treasury.
(3) The National Treasury may instruct transferring officers, accounting officers of the
provincial treasuries and receiving officers to submit to it such plans and information for
any conditional allocation, as it may determine, at specified dates before the start of the
2021/22 financial year.
(4) (a) For purposes of the Education Infrastructure Grant or Health Facility
Revitalisation Grant in the 2021/22 financial year, the receiving officer of the relevant
provincial department must, in the format and on the date determined by the National
Treasury, submit to the transferring officer, the relevant provincial treasury and the
National Treasury—
(i) a user asset management plan for all infrastructure programmes for a period of
at least 10 years;
(ii) an infrastructure programme management plan, including a construction
procurement strategy for infrastructure programmes and projects envisaged to
commence within the period for the medium term expenditure framework; and
(iii) a document that outlines how the infrastructure delivery management system
must be implemented in the province and is approved by the Executive Council
of the province before or after the commencement of this Act.
(b) The receiving officer of the relevant provincial department must review the
document, referred to in paragraph (a)(iii), and if any substantive change is made to the
document during the 2020/21 financial year, the amended document must be approved
by the Executive Council of the province before submission to the National Treasury
within 14 days after such approval.
(5) (a) Any category B municipality may apply to qualify for the Integrated Urban
Development Grant, by submitting an application to the Department of Cooperative
Governance by 24 July 2020.
(b) The Department of Cooperative Governance must determine the form of the
application, including the minimum qualifying conditions.
(c) The Department of Cooperative Governance must submit, by 2 October 2020, to
the National Treasury for approval, a list of any proposed additional qualifying
municipalities and any municipalities that have failed to meet the qualifying conditions
to continue to qualify for approval.
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(d) A municipality that is informed by the Department of Cooperative Governance
that it will qualify for the Integrated Urban Development Grant, must submit to the
National Treasury—
(i) by 26 March 2021, a first draft of its three-year capital programme and the
10-year Capital Expenditure Framework to the Department of Cooperative 5
Governance; and
(ii) by 31 May 2021, the final versions of its three-year capital programme and the
10-year Capital Expenditure Framework, which must be evaluated by the
Department of Cooperative Governance after consultation with relevant
stakeholders.
10
Transfers before commencement of Division of Revenue Act for 2021/22 financial
year
28. (1) Despite the Division of Revenue Act for the 2021/22 financial year not having
commenced on 1 April 2021, the National Treasury may determine that an amount, not
exceeding 45 per cent of the total amount of each—
15
(a) equitable share in terms of section 4(1), be transferred to the relevant
province;
(b) equitable share in terms of section 5(1), be transferred to the relevant
municipality;
(c) allocation made in terms of section 7(1) or 8(1), as the case may be, be 20
transferred to the relevant province or municipality.
(2) An amount transferred in terms of subsection (1)(c) is, with the necessary changes,
subject to the applicable framework for the 2020/21 financial year and the other
requirements of this Act, as if it is an amount of an allocation for the 2020/21 financial
year.
25
CHAPTER 5
DUTIES AND POWERS OF MUNICIPALITIES, PROVINCIAL TREASURIES
AND NATIONAL TREASURY
Duties of municipalities
29. (1) (a) In addition to the requirements of the Municipal Finance Management Act,
the accounting officer of a category C municipality must, within 10 days after this Act
takes effect, submit to the National Treasury, the relevant provincial treasury and all
category B municipalities within that municipality’s area of jurisdiction, the budget, as
tabled in accordance with section 16 of the Municipal Finance Management Act, for the
2020/21 financial year, the 2021/22 financial year and the 2022/23 financial year, except
if submitted in terms of any other legislation before the end of the 10-day period.
(b) The budget must indicate all allocations from its equitable share and conditional
allocations to be transferred to each category B municipality within the category C
municipality’s area of jurisdiction and disclose the criteria for allocating funds between
the category B municipalities.
(2) A category C municipality that is providing a municipal service must, before
implementing any capital project for water, electricity, roads or any other municipal
service, consult the category B municipalities within whose area of jurisdiction the
project must be implemented, and agree, in writing, which municipality is responsible
for the operational and maintenance costs and the collection of user fees.
(3) A category C municipality must ensure that it does not duplicate a function
currently performed by a category B municipality and must transfer funds for the
provision of services, including basic services, to the relevant category B municipality
that is providing municipal services, despite the fact that—
(a) the category C municipality retains the function in terms of the Municipal
Structures Act; and
(b) a service delivery agreement for the provision of services by the category B
municipality on behalf of the category C municipality has not been concluded.
(4) A category B municipality which is not authorised to perform a function in terms
of the Municipal Structures Act may not extend the scope or type of services that it
currently provides, without—
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(a) entering into a service delivery agreement with the category C municipality
which is authorised to perform the function in terms of the Municipal
Structures Act; or
(b) obtaining authorisation to perform the function in terms of the Municipal
Structures Act.
(5) (a) A category C municipality and a category B municipality must, before the
commencement of a financial year, agree to a payment schedule in respect of the
allocations, referred to in subsection (1)(b), to be transferred to the category B
municipality in that financial year, and the category C municipality must submit the
payment schedule to the National Treasury before the commencement of the financial
year.
(b) A category C municipality must make transfers in accordance with the payment
schedule submitted in terms of paragraph (a).
(6) (a) The National Treasury may withhold or stop any allocation to the category C
municipality and reallocate the allocation to the relevant category B municipalities if a
category C municipality fails to—
(i) make allocations referred to in subsection (1)(b);
(ii) reach an agreement envisaged in subsection (2); or
(iii) submit a payment schedule in accordance with subsection (5)(a).
(b) The following provisions apply to the withholding or stopping of an allocation in
accordance with paragraph (a):
(i) Section 216 of the Constitution;
(ii) in the case of withholding an allocation, section 18(4)(a), with the necessary
changes; and
(iii) in the case of stopping an allocation, section 19(2)(a), (3), (4) and (5) with the
necessary changes.
(c) If an allocation is stopped in terms of this subsection, the National Treasury may,
after consultation with the transferring officer, determine that a portion of the allocation
that will not be spent, be reallocated to one or more municipalities, on condition that the
allocation must be spent by the end of the 2020/21 financial year or the 2021/22 financial
year.
(7) A municipality must ensure that any allocation made to it in terms of this Act, or
by a province or another municipality, that is not reflected in its budget as tabled in
accordance with section 16 of the Municipal Finance Management Act, is reflected in its
budget to be considered for approval in accordance with section 24 of the Municipal
Finance Management Act.
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Duties and powers of provincial treasuries
30. (1) A provincial treasury must reflect allocations listed in Part A of Schedule 5 to
the province separately in the appropriation Bill of the province.
(2) (a) A provincial treasury must, on the same day that its budget is tabled in the
provincial legislature, or a date not later than 14 days after this Act takes effect and
approved by the National Treasury, publish, by notice in the Gazette—
(i) the indicative allocation per municipality for every allocation to be made by the
province to municipalities from the province’s own funds and from conditional
allocations to the province;
(ii) the indicative allocation to be made per school and per hospital in the province
in the format determined by the National Treasury;
(iii) the indicative allocation to any national or provincial public entity for the
implementation of a programme funded by an allocation in Part A of Schedule 5
on behalf of a province or for assistance provided to the province in
implementing the programme;
(iv) the envisaged division of the allocation envisaged in subparagraphs (i) and (ii),
in respect of each municipality, school and hospital, for the 2021/22 financial
year and the 2022/23 financial year; and
(v) the conditions and other information in respect of the allocations, referred to in
subparagraphs (i), (ii) and (iii), to facilitate performance measurement and the
use of required inputs and outputs.
(b) The allocations referred to in paragraph (a) must be regarded as final when the
provincial appropriation Act takes effect.
(c) If the provincial legislature amends its appropriation Bill, the provincial treasury
must publish amended allocations and budgets, by notice in the Gazette, within 14 days
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after the appropriation Act takes effect, and those allocations and budget must be
regarded as final.
(d) Allocations to municipalities in terms of subsection (2)(a) must be consistent with
the terms of any agreement concluded between the province and a municipality.
(3) (a) Despite subsection (2) or any other legislation, a provincial treasury may, in
accordance with a framework determined by the National Treasury, amend the
allocations referred to in subsection (2) or make additional allocations to municipalities
that were not published in terms of subsection (2).
(b) Any amendments to the allocations published in terms of subsection (2)(a) or (c)
must be published, by notice in the Gazette, not later than 5 February 2021 and takes
effect on the date of publication.
(4) A provincial treasury must, as part of its report in terms of section 40(4)(b) and (c)
of the Public Finance Management Act, in the format determined by the National
Treasury, report on—
(a) actual transfers received by the province from national departments and actual
expenditure on such transfers, excluding Schedule 4 allocations, up to the end
of that month; and
(b) actual transfers made by the province to municipalities and public entities and
actual expenditure by municipalities and public entities on such transfers,
based on the latest information available from municipalities and public
entities at the time of reporting.
(5) (a) A provincial treasury must—
(i) ensure that a payment schedule, or any amendment thereof, is agreed between
each provincial department and receiving institution envisaged in subsection
(2)(a);
(ii) ensure that transfers are made promptly to the relevant receiving officer in terms
of the agreed payment schedule; and
(iii) submit the payment schedules to the National Treasury within 14 days after this
Act takes effect and any amended payment schedule, agreed to, within 14 days
of it being agreed to.
(b) If a provincial department and receiving institution do not agree to a payment
schedule in time for submission to the National Treasury, the provincial treasury must,
after consultation with the transferring officer, determine the payment schedule.
(6) If a provincial treasury fails to make a transfer in terms of subsection (5)(a), the
relevant receiving officer may request the provincial treasury to immediately make the
transfer or to provide written reasons, within three working days, as to why the transfer
has not been made.
(7) If a provincial treasury fails to make the transfer requested by the receiving officer
or provide reasons in terms of subsection (6), or the receiving officer disputes the
reasons provided by the provincial treasury as to why the transfer has not been made, the
receiving officer may request the National Treasury to investigate the matter.
(8) On receipt of a request in terms of subsection (7), the National Treasury must—
(a) consult the transferring officer on the matter;
(b) investigate the matter, assess any reasons given by the provincial treasury as
to why the transfer was not made;
(c) direct the provincial treasury to immediately effect the transfer or provide
reasons to the receiving officer, confirming why the provincial treasury was
correct in not making the transfer; and
(d) advise the provincial treasury and the receiving officer as to what steps must
be taken to ensure the transfer.
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Duties and powers of National Treasury
31. (1) The National Treasury must, within 14 days after this Act takes effect, submit
a notice to all transferring officers containing the details of the primary bank accounts of
each province and municipality.
(2) The National Treasury must, together with the statement envisaged in section 55
32(2) of the Public Finance Management Act, publish a report on actual transfers of all
allocations listed in Schedules 4, 5, 6 and 7 or made in terms of section 26.
(3) The National Treasury may include in a report on the equitable share and
conditional allocations in terms of this Act, any report it publishes—
(a) that aggregates statements published by provincial treasuries envisaged in 60
section 71(7) of the Municipal Finance Management Act; and
(b) in respect of municipal finances.
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CHAPTER 6
GENERAL
Liability for costs incurred in violation of principles of cooperative governance and
intergovernmental relations
32. (1) An organ of state involved in an intergovernmental dispute regarding any 5
provision of this Act or any division of revenue matter or allocation must, before
approaching a court to resolve such dispute, make every effort to settle the dispute with
the other organ of state concerned, including exhausting all mechanisms provided for
the settlement of disputes in relevant legislation.
(2) If a dispute is referred back by a court in accordance with section 41(4) of the 10
Constitution, due to the court not being satisfied that the organ of state approaching the
court has complied with subsection (1), the expenditure incurred by that organ of state
in approaching the court must be regarded as fruitless and wasteful.
(3) The amount of any such fruitless and wasteful expenditure must, in terms of the
applicable procedures in the Public Finance Management Act or the Municipal Finance 15
Management Act, be recovered, without delay, from every person who caused the organ
of state not to comply with subsection (1).
Irregular expenditure
33. Expenditure of an allocation in Part B of Schedule 4 or Part B of Schedule 5
contrary to this Act is irregular expenditure in terms of the Municipal Finance 20
Management Act, except if it is unauthorised expenditure in terms of the Municipal
Finance Management Act.
Financial misconduct
34. (1) Despite any other legislation to the contrary, any wilful or negligent
25
non-compliance with a provision of this Act constitutes financial misconduct.
(2) Section 84 of the Public Finance Management Act or section 171 of the Municipal
Finance Management Act, as the case may be, applies in respect of financial misconduct
envisaged in subsection (1).
Delegations and assignments
35. (1) The Minister may, in writing, delegate any of the powers entrusted to, and
assign any of the duties imposed on, the National Treasury in terms of this Act, to an
official of the National Treasury.
(2) A delegation or assignment in terms of subsection (1) to an official of the National
Treasury—
(a) is subject to any limitations or conditions that the Minister may impose;
(b) may authorise that official to sub-delegate, in writing, the delegated power or
assigned duty, to any other official of the National Treasury; and
(c) does not divest the National Treasury of the responsibility concerning the
exercise of the delegated power or the performance of the assigned duty.
(3) The Minister may vary or revoke any decision taken by an official as a result of a
delegation or assignment, subject to any rights that may have vested as a consequence
of the decision.
(4) A Member of the Executive Council responsible for finance in a province may, in
writing, delegate any power entrusted to, and assign any duty imposed on, the provincial
treasury in terms of this Act, to an official of the provincial treasury.
(5) (a) A transferring officer may, in writing, delegate any power entrusted to, and
assign any duty imposed on, the transferring officer in terms of this Act, to an official in
his or her department.
(b) A copy of the written delegation must be submitted to the National Treasury.
(6) Subsections (2) and (3) apply, with the necessary changes, to a delegation or
assignment in terms of subsection (4) or (5).
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Departures
36. (1) The Minister may, if good grounds exist, approve a departure from a provision
of a framework, a regulation made under section 37 or a condition imposed in terms of
this Act.
(2) For purposes of subsection (1), good grounds include the fact that the provision of 5
the framework, regulation or condition—
(a) cannot be implemented in practice;
(b) impedes the achievement of any object of this Act;
(c) impedes an immediate response to a declared disaster; or
(d) undermines the financial viability of the affected national or provincial 10
department or municipality.
(3) Any departure approved in terms of subsection (1) must set out the period and
conditions of the departure, if any, and must be published, by notice in the Gazette.
Regulations
37. The Minister may, by notice in the Gazette, make regulations regarding—
15
(a) anything which must or may be prescribed in terms of this Act; or
(b) any ancillary or incidental administrative or procedural matter that is
necessary to prescribe for the proper implementation or administration of this
Act.
Transitional measures for municipal election in 2021
38. (1) (a) A releasing municipality must continue to spend its allocations for the
2020/21 financial year made in terms of this Act, in that particular area or municipality,
as if that area was not transferred to a receiving municipality, unless the affected
municipalities have entered into an agreement that ensures that the transferred area or
municipality is not negatively affected.
(b) The transferring officer of an allocation made in terms of this Act and the receiving
municipality must monitor that the releasing municipality complies with paragraph (a).
(c) The releasing municipality must, at the request of the transferring officer, the
receiving municipality or the National Treasury, demonstrate compliance with
paragraph (a).
(2) (a) Sections 18 and 19 apply, with the necessary changes, where a releasing
municipality fails to comply with subsection (1)(a) or (c) in respect of a Schedule 4, 5,
6 or 7 allocation.
(b) The National Treasury may, where it withholds or stops an allocation in terms of
paragraph (a), after consultation with the transferring officer, determine that a portion of
the allocation be reallocated to the receiving municipality.
(3) The National Treasury may, where a releasing municipality fails to comply with
subsection (1)(a) or (c), reallocate a portion of the releasing municipality’s equitable
share allocation, referred to in section 5, to the receiving municipality.
(4) (a) The allocations referred to in sections 5(2) and 8(2) are subject to adjustments
required following a redetermination in terms of section 21(1)(b) of the Municipal
Demarcation Act.
(b) The transferring officer of a Schedule 4, 5, 6 or 7 allocation must, by 2 October
2020, inform the National Treasury of any adjustments to the allocations, referred to in
section 8(2), that must be reflected in the Division of Revenue Act for the 2021/22
financial year.
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Repeal of laws and savings
39. (1) Subject to subsection (2)—
(a) the Division of Revenue Act, 2019 (Act No. 16 of 2019), except sections 16
and 26, is hereby repealed;
50
(b) sections 16 and 26 of the Division of Revenue Act, 2019, is hereby repealed
with effect from 1 July 2020 or the date that this Act takes effect, whichever is
the later date; and
(c) the Division of Revenue Amendment Act, 2019 (Act No. 30 of 2019), is
hereby repealed.
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(2) Any repeal referred to in subsection (1) does not affect—
(a) any duty to be performed in terms of any provision of an Act, referred to in
subsection (1), after the end of the 2020/21 financial year; and
(b) any obligation in terms of any provision of an Act, referred to in
subsection (1), the execution of which is outstanding.
(3) Any framework published in terms of section 16 of the Division of Revenue Act,
2019, as amended in terms of section 16 or 26 of that Act, applies to funds of a
conditional allocation approved for roll-over in terms of section 22(2) of that Act, if that
conditional allocation does not continue to exist in terms of this Act.
Short title and commencement
40. This Act is called the Division of Revenue Act, 2020, and takes effect on 1 April
2020 or the date of publication in the Gazette, whichever is the later date.
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MEMORANDUM ON THE OBJECTS OF THE DIVISION OF
REVENUE BILL, 2020
1.

BACKGROUND
1.1 Section 214(1) of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996,
(‘‘the Constitution’’), requires that an Act of Parliament must provide for—
(a) the equitable division of revenue raised nationally among the national,
provincial and local spheres of government;
(b) the determination of each province’s equitable share of the provincial
share of that revenue; and
(c) any other allocations to provinces, local government or municipalities
from the national government’s share of that revenue, and for any
conditions on which those allocations may be made.
1.2 Section 10 of the Intergovernmental Fiscal Relations Act, 1997 (Act No. 97 of
1997), requires that, as part of the process of the enactment of the Act of
Parliament referred to in paragraph 1.1, each year when the annual budget is
introduced, the Minister of Finance must introduce in the National Assembly
a Division of Revenue Bill (‘‘the Bill’’), for the financial year to which that
budget relates.
1.3 The Intergovernmental Fiscal Relations Act, 1997, requires that the Bill be
accompanied by a memorandum explaining—
(a) how the Bill takes account of each of the matters listed in section
214(2)(a) to (j) of the Constitution;
(b) the extent to which account was taken of any recommendations of the
Financial and Fiscal Commission (‘‘the FFC’’), that were submitted to
the Minister of Finance or were raised during consultations with the FFC;
and
(c) any assumptions or formulae used in arriving at the respective shares of
the three spheres of government and the division of the provincial share
between the nine provinces.
1.4 In terms of section 7(4) of the Money Bills and Related Matters Act, 2009 (Act
No. 9 of 2009), when tabling the budget, a report must also be tabled that
responds to the recommendations made in the reports by the Parliamentary
Committees on Finance on the proposed fiscal framework in the Medium
Term Budget Policy Statement and the reports by the Committees on
Appropriations regarding the proposed division of revenue and the conditional grant allocations to provinces and local government as contained in the
Medium Term Budget Policy Statement. The report must explain how the Bill
and the national budget give effect to, or the reasons for not taking into
account, the recommendations contained in the Committee reports.
1.5 The memorandum referred to in paragraph 1.3 is attached to this Memorandum and will also be attached as ‘‘Annexure W1’’ to the Budget Review, and
the report referred to in paragraph 1.4 will be tabled with the budget.
1.6 The Bill is introduced in compliance with the Constitution, the Intergovernmental Fiscal Relations Act, 1997, and the Money Bills and Related Matters
Act, 2009, as set out in paragraphs 1.1 to 1.4.
1.7 The allocations contemplated in section 214(1) of the Constitution are set out
in the following Schedules to the Bill:
• Schedule 1 contains the equitable shares of the three spheres of government;
• Schedule 2 sets out provincial equitable share allocations;
• Schedule 3 sets out local government equitable share allocations per
municipality;
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• Schedules 4 to 7 deal with conditional allocations for provinces and
municipalities, including allocations to supplement funding of functions
funded from provincial and municipal budgets, specific purpose allocations, allocations-in-kind (indirect transfers to provinces and local government) and the release of funds to provinces and municipalities for immediate response to a disaster.
2.

SUMMARY OF BILL
The following is a brief summary of the Bill:
• Clause 1 contains definitions;
• Clause 2 sets out the objects of the Bill, which are to provide for the equitable division of revenue raised nationally among the three spheres of government and to promote predictability and certainty in respect of allocations
to provinces and municipalities as well as transparency and accountability in
the resource allocation process;
• Clause 3 provides for the equitable division of anticipated revenue raised
nationally among the national, provincial and local spheres of government,
which is set out in Schedule 1;
• Clause 4 provides for each province’s equitable share, which is set out in
Schedule 2, and that it must be transferred in terms of a payment schedule;
• Clause 5 provides for each municipality’s equitable share of revenue, which
is set out in Schedule 3 and that it must be transferred on dates specified in
clause 5 in amounts as determined in terms of clause 23(2);
• Clause 6 determines what must happen if actual revenue raised falls short or
is in excess of anticipated revenue for the financial year, and allows for additional conditional and unconditional allocations to be made from the national
government’s portion of the equitable share or excess revenue;
• Clause 7 provides for conditional allocations to provinces in Part A of
Schedules 4 to 7;
• Clause 8 provides for conditional allocations to municipalities in Part B of
Schedules 4 to 7;
• Clauses 9 and 10 set out the duties of a transferring national officer in
respect of Schedules 4, 5 and 6 allocations;
• Clauses 11 and 12 set out the duties of a receiving officer in respect of
Schedules 4, 5 and 7 allocations;
• Clauses 13 and 14 set out the additional duties of a receiving officer in
respect of infrastructure conditional allocations to provinces and to metropolitan municipalities;
• Clause 15 prescribes the duties in respect of annual financial statements and
annual reports for the 2020/21 financial year;
• Clause 16 requires the publication of certain allocations and all conditional
grant frameworks in the Government Gazette;
• Clause 17 requires that spending must only be in accordance with the purpose and subject to the conditions set out in the frameworks for Schedules 4
to 7 allocations, and sets out funding related arrangements if a function partially or fully funded by a conditional grant is assigned by a province to a
municipality;
• Clauses 18 and 19 provide for the withholding and stopping of allocations;
• Clause 20 provides for the reallocation of funds;
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• Clause 21 provides for the possible conversion of certain allocations in order
to prevent under-spending on the allocation, if the affected national or provincial department has demonstrated the capacity to implement projects;
• Clause 22 provides for the management of unspent conditional allocations;
• Clauses 23 and 24 provide for payment schedules and their amendment;
• Clause 25 provides for the recovery of any allocation transferred in error or
fraudulently;
• Clause 26 provides for new allocations during a financial year and the use of
funds allocated in Schedule 7;
• Clause 27 provides for preparations for the 2021/22 and 2022/23 financial
years;
• Clause 28 deals with transfers before the commencement of the Division of
Revenue Act for the 2021/22 financial year and the conditions attached to
such transfers;
• Clause 29 sets out the duties of municipalities;
• Clause 30 sets out the duties and powers of provincial treasuries;
• Clause 31 sets out the duties and powers of the National Treasury;
• Clauses 32 to 38 provide for general matters such as liability for costs
incurred in violation of principles of co-operative governance and intergovernmental relations, irregular expenditure, financial misconduct, delegations
and assignments, departures, the power of the Minister of Finance to make
regulations and the transitional measures for the municipal election in 2021;
• Clause 39 provides for the repeal of laws;
• Clause 40 provides for the short title and commencement.
3.

ORGANISATIONS AND INSTITUTIONS CONSULTED
The following institutions were consulted on the Bill—
• Financial and Fiscal Commission;
• South African Local Government Association; and
• National and provincial departments.

4.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS TO THE STATE
This memorandum outlines the proposed division of revenue between the three
spheres of government, and the financial implications to the State are the total
amounts provided for in the Schedules to the Bill.

5.

CONSTITUTIONAL IMPLICATIONS
The Bill gives effect to section 214 of the Constitution.

6.

PARLIAMENTARY PROCEDURE
6.1 The State Law Advisers and the National Treasury are of the opinion that this
Bill must be dealt with in accordance with the procedure prescribed by section
76(1) of the Constitution, since it provides for legislation envisaged in
Chapter 13 of the Constitution, and it includes provisions affecting the
financial interests of the provincial sphere of government, as contemplated in
section 76(4)(b) of the Constitution.
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6.2 Chapter 4 of the Constitution provides for the procedures that Bills must
follow in Parliament. Section 76 of the Constitution provides for parliamentary procedure for ordinary Bills affecting the provinces. In terms of section
76(3) a Bill must be dealt with in accordance with the procedure established
by either section 76(1) or (2) if it falls within a functional area listed in
Schedule 4.
6.3 In Tongoane and Others v Minister for Agriculture and Land Affairs and
Others, 2010 (8) BCLR 741 (CC) at paragraphs 70 and 72, the Constitutional
Court stated that the test for determining how a Bill is to be tagged must be
broader than that for determining legislative competence. Whether a Bill is a
section 76 Bill is determined in two ways. First by the explicit list of
legislative matters in section 76(3), and second by whether the provisions of
a Bill in substantial measure fall within a concurrent legislative competence.
6.4 This test compels us to consider the substance, purpose and effect of the
subject matter of the proposed Bill.
6.5 As already pointed out, the Bill provides for legislation envisaged in
Chapter 13 of the Constitution. Furthermore, the Bill includes provisions
affecting the financial interests of the provincial sphere of government as
contemplated in section 76(4)(b) of the Constitution. We are therefore of the
opinion that the Bill must be dealt with in accordance with the procedure
envisaged by section 76(1) of the Constitution.
6.6 The State Law Advisers are of the opinion that it is not necessary to refer this
Bill to the National House of Traditional Leaders in terms of section 18(1)(a)
of the Traditional Leadership and Governance Framework Act, 2003 (Act
No. 41 of 2003), since it does not contain provisions pertaining to customary
law or the customs of traditional communities.
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